the Mott oscillations in a recent experiment. OCR Output
The main idea in ref. is that a color van der VVaals interaction of the form OCR Output to resort to a CVDW interaction. last one. The experiment of ref.
[4] can be reasonably well described without need [3] . In this article we show that the other corrections are important, especially the the formation of a quasi-molecule. The corrections (a)-(e) were considered in ref.
action, (g) atomic screening, (h) Bremsstrahlung, emission of delta-electrons, and vacuum polarization, (e) color van der Waals interaction, (f) tail of the nuclear inter rections, (b) nuclear dipole polarizability, [c) nuclear quadrupole polarizability, (d) Among the small effects contributing to AT/[7*) we consider (a) relativistic cor VU') = 5-+ Ai/fr) . Vetterli et al. [2] to test the effect of vacuum polarization on sub-Coulomb scattering.
are seen as shifts in the Mott oscillations. This method has been used successfully by scattering amplitudes for forward and backward angles, the effects of small corrections scattering of identical nuclei, say Pb + Pb. Then, due to the interference between the permassive matter with strange nuggets. The method is more efficient if one uses the Rutherford backscattering has been used, e.g., by Briigger ct al.
[1] to search for su tering can be used as a probe of long range small interactions between the nuclei.
Since the Coulomb force between heavy ions is very well known, Rutherford scat multipolarities are strongly suppressed. For a collision with scattering angle H the OCR Output symmetrical system and we concentrate on the quadrupole radiation. Higher order radiation for all multipolarities was performed. There is no dipole radiation for a strahlung is well known theoretically. ln ref. (1) extremely well. Using the Coulomb phase shift in eq. (3) yields the well known Mott energies and for heavy systems it has been shown [7] that this approximation works where the phase shifts 6 are calculated with the WKBJ approximation. At these
The Mott simmetrized cross section including the potentials Al/(T) is given by [3] However, an experimental test of the theoretical predictions is worth to be done such a long range QCD interaction has also been strongly criticised theoretically the latter case, the shifts in the Mott oscillations are appreciable. The existence of values as 2 1 fm and ay LE 100 fm (with ru : 1 fm), respectively. Especially in the color van der Waals force due to multigluon exchange [5] yield astonishing large results in sizeable shifts in the Mott oscillations. This is because the estimates of Vcvow = -(G6/ro) (ro/¢")6» OY Vcvovv = ·(¢¥v/T0) (T0/T)7 » (2)
The screening functions q$1(r) and q52(r) are calculated according to ref. [7] for a 23+ OCR Output Z1Z2€2 Z](]5l(7')Z2¢g(7')€2 functions, i.e., remaining in the nuclei the bare Coulomb potential has to be multiplied by screening Atomic screening and nuclear potential. To account for screening of the electrons tering angle 0. and delta-electrons as a function of time t along a Rutherford trajectory with scat where AE(9, t) is the energy loss (positively defined) by emission of Bremsstrahlung (4) 6 : -i / AE(0,t) dt phase shift by using the formula caused by phase differences for forward and backscattering. We can calculate this molecule is added we obtain the solid curve. The agreement with the experimental not sufficient to explain the data. When the shifts caused by the formation of a quasiformation of a quasi·molecule and of a CVDW force. We observe that the shifts are ln figure 2 we show all the shifts added (dashed curve), except for the effect of (AQIIQ) with a 1/7*6 (1/T7) dependence. However, the coupling constant ga is very small, ga ~ lO"8, as compared to the where mn is the nucleon mass. With mu ~ 1 eV this force is of very long range.
2 W N A1 A2 9;% be 0f the form [13] curve contains both effects. OCR Output 
